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\CV In June of 1976, the National Assessment of Educational Progress
.4.ry

(NAEP) and the Speech CommUnicat.ion-Association (SCA) jointly initiated a

-4V Feasibility Project for a National Assessment bf.Speaking and Listening

C:]
Skills: The reason for identifying the project as a "feasibility" effort

stems from the pa ticular.problems related to the "national" scope of the

projecl. and.to 'ts focus .on "speaking and listening" skills. There are

particular problems related to large-scale testing efforts which are dif-
,

ferent froth smaller scale testing and there are specific issues related to

the assessment of communication competencies which are different from an

otherassessment of other educational areas. This paper specifically addresses

issues related' io a national assessment of speaking- -and- listening skills.

TheseOssuesare relevant, at a more general level, to measurement of communi-

cation competencies ini variety of Attings, e.g., in classrooms, in social

situationr:i4n employment settings

The purpose of the NAEP/SCAFeasibility Project was to develop stra-:

tegies for assessing communication competencies of elementary and secondary

school students. It was important that the assessment instruments be de-
s

signed for possible use in the. National Assessment of! Educational Progress

a national survey which measures achievement of.frnportarri,.educational ob-

jectives. Therefore, instrument development had to take into account the
. ,
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specific' characteristics o the National Assessment as well as general con-

.

cerns of educational testing.,..These requirements translated into three

specific issues related to a large-scale assessment'of speaking and listen-
. e

) ing skills. Thp fist problemuarea deals with the identification of the,

...domain of commu ication competencies which would be assessed. The second

involves the selection'of measlirement strategies whfch would be utilized,

The third covers sources'of, test bias, specifically. those related to cul-

tural and situati,1 differences.

Domain Specification

The first task of the NAEP/SCA project was
;

to specify the domain of

communication comp etencies which Would be addressed by the assessment.

The requirements of a national survey necessitated the inclusion of a broad

range of speaking and listening skills rather than those of a specific 'Com-
\ .

. munication-cur'ritiffai.--Hoife4eF,urilike-SOMe 'other educational areas, the

4

domain of communicaion competencies is not well charted. One of theea-

sons for this situation is that speaking and listening skills are not

,

covered din school programS in a consistent way. In some cases communica-

tion.comPetencies are taught in speech courses, which are a part of the

standard or the elective curriculum. In many schools aspects of speaking

and listening are integrated into the required language_arts program.

There are some instancesgwheresthere is no direct instruction provided in

communication competencies. However, tt would be difficult to find schools

where these skills are not addressed somewhere in instructional activities,

for example in group discussion, ora$ reports, and formal end informal.

listening situations.
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'.,Another reason for the lack of Specification of the doMain of communt-'
. 1

1

cation competencies is its orientation on skills rafhe itharOcnowledge.*
.

The domain does not include many facts-about speaking and ltening which
. .

one might expect students to know. Most Of thOOtmain ruses on skills.

/

Hilever, it is- difficult to ideal-1y the skills Which are widely accepted

?

a central: Some communication educators emphasize rhetorical skills re-

liated to formal speaking situations. Others stress a rangy 4 informal

communication abilities which, are impprtant to school, social and employ-
,

k.

Ment situations. The lack of consistent,communication curricula anti the 4

'emphasis on i variety of skills rather than specific fActs made specifying

the domain of communcation competencies a' difficult-task.

Irrespectiveof the toblems cited.abuse, there are some precedents

in the speech'communicafjun discipline for specifyi-ng thg domain of com-

munication competencies. ike other educational areas; communication edu- '

4

'

cation was influenced by tie movement toward. behavioral objectiVes.and

accountability. concern with behaviorarobjecti'Ves=iirstesurfaced in

i '

the field of speech communication in the.late sfxiies-(Baker,.,1967) and
A

. 4

was promOted heavilvin the early seventies,.Particularly by Kibler '

,.

(Kibler, Batker and Miles, 1970; Kibler, Barker and
0
Cegalx, 1970a;

Kibler, Barker and Cegala,970.1); Cegala, Kibler, Bark and Miles, 1972N
-

, :, , .

.=

One of 'the results of this movement was theideVelopment of comprehensive '-.,.

-
1

descripOons of high school speech programs which included lists of pe- 1

; ,
I

havioral: objectives (Cortright, Niles aAd Welrich, 1968; Buy's, Carlson,

r

, C

Compton And Frank, 1968; and Nelson, 1969). - '

0

.... I i ,
,

o 1.',.
1

The promotion of behvioral objectives in communication education spOn

I f .

expanded to general support for the accountability m
,.

ov ment. 'Many speech,

1
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educajors called for ev 4ating the quality of s;ech *grams in terms of

stud pt outcomes (You g, 1971; Findley, 1 2;//Ratliffe, 1973). The thrust

/
.

_for/behavioral/0.We tives and accountabili y was countered by some speech

com

J
/

munication sch lirs who argued "that the complexity and the:human ele-
,

arts o' the communication process were difficult to describe in specific/ °.

beAavi oral. terms4 .(Tucker, 103; Aro off, 1974; Streff, 1976; .Civikly, 1976).
/1.

/'Neveitneles' the reJults of the vement toweld behavioral 86,1ectiyes and

accountability provided a number? of approaches for defining commtinfcation
i/

/
abilit in terms of specific competencies, the latest example being the )

list/Of objectives developed'by the Rational-CoMpetenciesProject from a
i.

/

questionnaire' study of speech communication educators and theorists -(Cegala

and Bassett, 1976).

Although the NAEP/SCA project considered a number 6+ existing and
/

novel systems for specifying 'speaking and listening skills, it 'settled on

the categories of functional communication competencies proposed by the .

National Competencies Project (Allen and Brown, 1976) a's the basis for the

domain description. These broad categories included 'Worming, ,controlling

(persuading), sharing feeling's, imagining and ritualizing.' Although,not

'entirely, mUtually, exclusive, the categories 'represented. a comprehensive

,system for describing communication competencies which are important in a

wide variety of formaj and informal settingi.

The domain description was further defined by dividing each communi-
, r

cation function into speaking and listening perspectives. Although: the
s 3

-primary emphasis'of the description was on verbal communication competeri-

cies, the fraiiiework also provided for nonverbal abilities as well.

-4-
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The third component of the domain description identified communication

contexts. 'These were categorized by formal and informal situations and by

dyadic and group situations:. The rules for appropriate communication are

fairly stable in formal communication situations. ,Yowever, they. vary

greatly in informal situations: depending upon the norms of the cultural

group. Similarly, the rules for appropriate tommunicatio'In are different

s)

depending upon the number of persons involved in the situation. The aim-

ponent ofIcontext was added, to accommodate these Cultural and situational

aspects of communication.

-

In addition to the functional categories, an area/was specifipd which

encompassed communication attitudes. This\component of the domain iden-

fTfied the predispositions toward communication ehavibr which underlie

the functions, perspectives and,coptexis.

The resulting Assessment Matrix (shown in Figure 1) included three

diMensions: function (informing, controlling, sharing feelings. ritualiz-
,

-ing and imagining), perspective (speaking/expressing, listening /recogniz-

ing) and context (formal dyad, formal group, informal dyad, informal group). .

Attitudes were included as a separate component.

Based on the Assessment Matrix, the koject further defined coMmuni-

cation competencies in terms of specific objectives. At this point it was

.
.

necessary to make some compromises. ,Instead of attempting. to chart the

entire domain of speaking and listening skills, the.project attempted to

list some priority objectives which would be considered representative but

not exhaustive of the'entire area. One additional compromise was made.

The project decided to exclude from the objectives and item development

the area of imagining. This decision was based upon two reasons. First,

-5-
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the imagining area, which focused on the use of communication for creative

purposes, considered to be substantively difeerent from the*other cate-

gories,--which focuses: on the.use of communication for a number of fungi-

purposes. It was' felt that the imagining category would require
I

unique measurement strategies'and would'.detract from the majority of the

Ovelopment effort. Secondly, the creative use of.communicatiOn was

covered to some extent in exiting National Assessment efforts. For ex=

ample, ;aspects Of language appreciation and oral reading abilities are

assessed in the litel.ature and reading surveys. The List of Assessment'

Objectives is provided in Figure 2. .-;..Also, due to the limited level of

' effort orthe NAEP/SCA project, it was decided to focus on development of

assessment strategies for 17-year-olds. .rt was felt, that an assessment of

17-yeSr-olds (one of four target groups of the NAEP) best represented the .

culmination df,the elementary and secondary education process.

. .

Measurement Strategies
. .

A second problem for the NAEP/SCA project was the selection of mea-
. /

surement strategies. The major issue r"r elated'to this task revolved around -

the feasibility of direct versus indirect measurement. Direct measurement

of speaking typically requires collecting samples of- speech performance

and scoring the samples according, to some siffit of predetermined criteriat

Direct ,measurement of listening typically involves providing various spoken

stimuli and asking multiple-choice questions whicb assess recallinter-'

pretat;pn and'evaluation of the material. Indirect measurement of speak-\

ing and listening typically consists of multiplechoice questions which

assess knqwledge of appropriate communication behaviors in particular

-7-
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igure 2

.List of Assessment' Objectivs

le to choose'an appropriate topic for
an informative talk. t

Be able to introduce a topic in an informa-
tive

3. Be able to.Conflude effectively an infor"ma -
tivetallc.

4. Be able to organize ap informative talk.--

5.' Be able to elaborate a point.

$. Be able to ask guestitv .

7. Be able to give directions.

8. to ayle-to desciibe objects, peop le, places
and'activiiies. '4

, =COntr011ing1Spaaying ,

1. Be able to use persuasive arguments.

. 2. Be ale to support a position wit ro-

priate arguments.
I k.

. 3. Be able to support arguments with appro-
., priate evidence.

4. Be able to analyze Anaudience.

5. Be able to dittdguish facts from'opinions.

6. Be able to identify logical argumentyfrom
illogicalarguments.

'Sharing Feelings /Expressing

1. Be able' to recognize if the situation. is

appropriate for sharing feelings.

-2. 11'e11'e able to assert feelings in
4
difficult

communication situations.

Ritualizing

1. able to lead a group discussidn.

2t 'Be able to identify ritual communications
from other types of communicatio---,

3. Be ableto perform typical communication
rituals.

Communicating Attitudes

1. Be willing to communicate with others.

2. Have a positive concept of self as a
communicator.

3. Be drilling to share feelings.

43.

Informing/listening t''.
.1

,

9. Be able to listenactively to and analyze an
informative speech.

Be able to listen actively to an everyday
informative message.

Controlling/Listening Ai.
". 7. Be able to listen actively to and analyze a

1 persuasive speech.

8. Be able to listen actively to an everyday per-
* suasive message.

'

3 7
;

Sharing feelings/Reaigniiing

3. Be able to recognize nonverbal expression. of
typical feelings: e

4. Be able to recognize inco4lvdce between ver-
bal and nonverbal expressions of typical feelings.

. .

5. Be comfortable when involved in persuasive
communication.

6. Be comfortable when ipv64`in communication
rituals. ,

Be tolerant of different dialects and ways of
communicating.

o.

4. Be comfortable communicating in difficult-
7.

communication Situations (in front olarge
audiences, in groups, with authority figures
or strangers).

1

+"-i'
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0 situations. Listening is usually not measured using.tndirect strategies.

The,precedents for assessing functional communication have lAn re-

ported by Larson, Backlund, Redmond and Barbour (in press). They reVewed,
ninety instrumentswhich represented both direct and indirect measures of*

;

"Orductive and receptive abilities for all age groups. The tests were

dimjded into seven tategorieS: 1) Developmental: Language and Communica-

tion Syills, 2) Communication Competence and Appropriateness, 3) Receiving:

Listening, 4) Receiving: Nonverbal Sensitivity/Empathic Ski,11s, 5).Appre-
.

hension/Anxiety, 6) Interaction Descriptions, 7) Correlates: Disclosure/

lAccesibi.lity, Style and Preference, AttitudinalCorrelatst. This collec-

1ion focused on broad measures of the dimensions of communication competence.

4 It excldded moue specific tests of communication skills, such as public

speaking.
.

r ...,

,,n
,Tests of specific speajcing and listening skills have been reported in

,communication textbooks' and curricula (e.gy Allen, Anderson and Hough, -,

1968; Brooks. and Friedrich, 1973;=,ileffrey and Peterson, 1975; Heun and

Heun, 1975). HOweVer,thesetests rarely ,have established norms, reI-I-.

ability or-validity. Thus, there were only, a few precedents for measuring

specific functional communication competencies. to guide the decisions of. ,

direct versus lndirAt measurement strategies.

The scope of the NatfOnal Assessment of'Educational Progress, which

surVgA.groups of'2,500 of students from all pirts of the country, favored

indirect measurement strategies. It is .much easier to assess large numbers

of -students using multiple-choice type questions than usiogPerformance

tests: However the nature efthe domain, which focuses more on skills

than specific facts, argued for the necessity of direct measurement

1 0'
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strategies. In order to measure skills, it is more appropriate to give

students actual tasks to perform rather than to give them multiple-choice

questions. Wi6cut the guidande of prior instrumentdevelopment, it

seemed necessary that the NAEP/SCA project explore, at least on a feasi-

bilitybasis, the full range of'possible measurement strategies. There-

fore, the project initiated development of indirect measures of speaking

skills, direct measures of listening skills, and laid plans for direct

Measures of.speaing The following summarizes the-problems faced

by each of these development efforts and the results of initial project

. -
activities.

'Indirect Measures of Speaking Skills

There are two major problems fpr the developmeft of indirect measures

of speaking qbility, The fcrst 4s the creation.of realistic items which

were relevant to students fran:all over the'country. The second is the
<2.

0
identification of clearly correct and incorrect answers. was esen--

tial that indirect measures of speaking skills be appropriate for all the

students in the national sample and that they clearly represent competent

and incompetent communication behaviors.

The first issue related to. indirect measured of speaking skills is the

generality of the items.' This is a problem for any large-scale assessment

instrument. It is necessary that students are teeted on the intended know-,

ledge and skills and not on'their familiarity with the testing situation.

For example, _items which test speaking skills in the context of subways,

shopping' centers or harvesters are not universally familiar. Furthermore,

the clomp of communication competencies introducesthe confounding element

-10-
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of cultural and 'socio-economic dixersity. Appropriate communication varies

from group to group. for ex ple, ways of sharing feelings differ depend-

ing upon the customs of a articular group. The problems of geography,

tulture and s-ocio:economic diversity made the development of indirect mea- .

sures of speaking.skills problematic.

The setoR0 issue to developing indirect measures of speaking skills.

revolves around response alternatives. It is difficult to writeimultiple-
,

-

choice questions with clearly correct and incorrect answers. Again, part

of this problem stems frum the cultural and social nature of communication

skills. Communication behavior which is appropriate for one group is not

necessarily apOopriate'for another group. This problem is accentuated

when communication moves from formal to informal situations and from.task

related to personal purposes. It is,possible to develop questions with

cleArly correct'and incorrect answers about formal communication situations

such as e-job interview and for specific communication purposes such as "

giving directions. However, it'becbme much more'difficult-to develop

items about informal communication situations such.as conversations with
"al

peers and.for personal communication purposes such as rituals anu xpress-

ing feelings. -

The NAEP/SCA project developed a variety of strategies fOr dealing

with the issues of inditect measurement of speaking skills. Figures 3,

4 and 5 provide examples of sane of the different forMats used to assess

various functiohp of communications within various contexts. Figure 3 is

an example of a controlling (or persuading) task'in two different types

of informal situations. Figure 4 is an example of two informing tasks. in



.1,

1-2

Figure 3

Indivl,dual. 'Items :-

Aman wants, to persuadehis colleagues to reconsider thesupport of

Al len Barber. Which of ;the following statements is the most logical

argument he could use?

"So-Allen' Efarber is for freedom offeXpression. I suppose he_
thinks that there's nothing wrong i.n calling someone ,anything

\--/ you want to; or advocating the overthrow of the government ot
yelling in a crowded building."

.

1
. "So Allen Barber.' is for, freedom of expression. What does he

2,..,..4,mean by that? -Ther are times. and placeswhere freedom of
expression may be inappropriate. ;I think we ought to'knOw
specifically what he.thinks before we decide to support him..-

0 I-don't know.

2. An advertising agency is trying to come uffwith a way b.-sell more
N

beer. Which one of the following slogans would be the most logical

argument they, could use?

(:)*"Swing, American style; Drink Blue Bonnet Beer."

(:), "For .a full, rich tarte,, Drink Blue Bonnet Beer.'!

Q I don't know.

-12-
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Figure 4

Related Items

1. You have'been selected to host'the awards deremonl for the Glendale
4

Junior Service Club./.. Which would be the bestway to,introduce-the

winner of the Outstanding Volunteer award?

"Ige"all know Nancy. She's been a member of the club for
Xpthhe years npw. She's a great kid. Nancy, come up and get .

- the Outstanding Volunteer award."

"The Outstanding Volunteer award is given each year to the
club member who demonstrates exceptional service and enthu-

C>siasm in club activities, This year's award goes to Nancy
- Joyce for her excellent job organizing this year's newspaper
drive. Congratulations-Nancy.."),

"This evening we wish to recognize Miss Nancy Joyce for her
noteworthy service in the Glendale Junior Service Club. She
was responsible fbr directing this year's successful news-
paper drive. For this we present her with the Outstanding.
Volunteer award."

<DI don't:1mm.
-

2 At the end of the awards ceremony, which of the following statements

would Be the best-way for you to conclude t presentation?

"This concludes the Ninth Annual G1 dale Junior. Service
()Club Awards Ceremony. It has bf!en a eat honor for Me to

be a part of this important occasion."

"That's it. We have had a super year. I hope the next
will be just as peat.",

"This marks the end of another'year for the Glendale Jpnior,
e--NService Club. We can'look back at our accomplishments with
'-°'pride and look forward to another productive and fun-filled

year.",

(DI dont know.

14
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. Figee 5
.

Multi-Part Items

1. Di let his friend.Jack`use his 10-speed bicycle. While Jack was

stopping try a store, it was stolen. Jack tells Do .about the'situa-

tibn between classes and says he is really sorry /it happened. But
q,

Don angry. Would each of the following approacOes be a

gooctway\for Don to handle the situation?

7'

A. 'Don decides never to speak to Jack
again, and holds his feelings inside. .

8. Doriarrangs to meet Jack during
lunch so that he can tell Jack how
he feels about the whole thing.

--P,

C. Don hassles Jack during the next
break and doesn't give him a chance
to respnd.

D. Don decided to call Jack that night
to discuss the whole situation when
they boti have plenty of timeito
talk.

Yes No I don't know.

0 0 O

0 0 O



a formal situation. Figure 5 is an example of a sharing feelings task in

an informal situation.

The results of the initial project efforts indicated that it Was par-.

tially successful in dealing with the issues.of dev'eloping indirect ma-
,

sures of speaking skills. The field test data sug64sted that the project

was more successful dealing with'the task oriented communication-functions

of informing and controlling. than with the personal fungtions of ritualiz-

ing and sharing-feelings. Furthermore, items dealing with formal communi-
,

&ation contexts were more adequate than items dealing with informal con-

texts. The need for an assessment which was appropriated to a diverse

student population led to the creation of some items wilich were mundane-or

irrelevant to students. The need for clearly correct and incorrect answers

led to the development of some items which were too simple or obvious.

Figure 5 provides an example of this type of problem.

_ Direct Measures of Listening Skills

The measurement of listening skills appears on the surface to be les

problematic than'the measurement of speaking skills. There areiprecedents

for testing in this area. There are no problems in administering direct

measures of listening on a large scale. However; here too are'several

,..assessment issues. Probably the most critical problem is to separate an

assessment of listening ability from an assessment of general verbal

ability, since the research seems to indicate that these abilities are

correlated (Barker, 1971).

There are several standardized tests of listening Skills (Brown and

Carlsen, 1955; Educational Testing Services, 1957). lkhese tests typically

1.1
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X

ass ss severallevels of listening skills, i.e., direct reoall,'interpreta-

tionr and evaluation. In addition to these general approaches to agsessing

!istening skills, speech communication educators and others have developed
,. .

i
,

tests of speqfic'analytical skills which are 'applicable in formal listen-
---,,

.
.

listen-

ing situations. These include such competencies as listening to a speech
- .

for Organization, use of expolpitory devices, use of evidence, -fact- inference,

distinctions and logical fallacies.

The NAEP /SCP project consjderedPoth general and specific listening
.-`

,skills in its direct measures of-listening. It included listening comm-
-

hension tasks and speech analysis tasks. Furthermore, it sampled both

formal and inforAlistenin4 situations. For example, the stimuli in-
,

cluded informetive and persuasive speeches, a newscast and a commercial.

The rOsults of the initial development 6ctivities'%urfaced an unex-
.

1

pected problem. in the direct assessment of listening skills. The listening

items, more than any other group of items, elicited Significantly different

responses from minority-and nonminority.students. "ftimerous explanations of

this result were proposed: the level of vocabulary in.the-stimuli, the

length of the stimulh.the rate and accent of the speakers on the stimulus"

tapes, and distractions in the testing situation, Probably the most plau-

sible explanation is that the materials were tied to general ability and
. ,

the field testing did not control for these differences. C)rrenfly, efforts

are underway to reduce bias in these jtems by siTOLifiTng vocabulary (and

thereby reducing some of the overlap between listening ability and general

verbal ability), shortening the stimuli and using interesting material,
V

It is essential that future field testing tn sdmeway:control for differences

in general verbal ability among the students.

-16-
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Direct Measures of Speaking Skills-

The.most critical issues for a large scale. assessment of speaking and

listening skills revolve around the development of measures. of speaking
f

perfOrmance. A true measure of the domain of communication competencies,

41,ich focuses _primarily on skills rather than knowledge, must includem4ome

direct assessment of speaking skills. And yet the national nature of the

pilot project made this task particularly problematic. It is difficult

todevise methods for a large-scale testing effort which will be feasible

and also.objective.

- Due to the limited level of effort of the NAEP/SCA project, the issues

---- related to the direct measures of speaking skills were-only addressed_ih a

preliMinary way. The problems were identified, preliminary strategies were

proposed, but the fel scale development and field testing have not been

conducted. These are the next critical steps for the Speaking and Listen-.

ing,Assessment Projeci.",'The 'preliminary plans for direct assessment of

e - .

0

speaking skills are provided as an indication of future activity.

The assessment issues related to'the direct assessment-of speaking

performance are essentially the same as the issues related to the indirect

assessment of speaking skills.', However, they recidire even more attention.

These problems include the development of communication tasks which are

realistic .and relevant to students from all geographical, cultural and

socio-economic groups and the establishment of objective criteria for dif-

ferentiating between competent and incompetent communication responses.

/ Two approaches were identified for dealing-with the problemt of mea-

suring speaking performance. .The first is based on assumptfohs about the

relationship between communiration competence ancan indi(vidual'S

-17-
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repertoire_ of specific communication skills. to its most form,
,r

communication. competence can be defined as saying the right thing at the

right time'(or sometimes keeping quiet). The judgment of appropriateness

of the specific communication behavior is based on the particular social

rules which.are operating in-the situation. HOwever, one can make the

assumption that an individual is more likely to act mpete tly more often,
,

if e or sfie has a wi repertoire of communication skills od 1977a,

'\19770)-
c.

t...-

The above argument has ledthe project to propose measuring communi-
.

cation-perfot;mariCe in terms Of the ,number and diversity of speech stra-
. . .

tegf0s0v a student in a specific situation. Students' would be asked
r . - . ...,
to role play relevant communication tasks such as a job interview. The

4

speech samples would be analyzed in terms of the number and category of

speech strategies utilized. The categorieS would geneally follow the

functional category system devised by Wells (1973). This assessment

approach w9uld pnovide.a relative measure, of competence. .Students who used

.mode strategies in more categories would ,be" described as .more competent.
!'

A.second way of measuring speaking performance is based on the ability '

of the communicator to achieve his or her communication goals. For example,

if the purpose of a speaker is to give directions to the nearest drugstore,

the measure ofssuccess.would be the ability of the listener to find the

drugstore.

Based on the above line of reasoning, the project. proposes to set up

specific communication tasks for students which can be judged in terms of

actual accomplishments. aing an established research technique'

(Brilhart, 1965) one student would be asked to describe a set of geomftric

-18-



figures to another student whb would be asked to draw the figure. Success

would be measured by-the accuracy of the figures drawn by the second stu-

-dent.

Minority Test Bias

The third assessment issue is so pervasive that it permeates the other

two. This concern relates to minority test bias. It is essential that the

assessment items measure actual communication competencies and not extran-

.eous factors, especially those which tap racial or ethnic diff ce:- This

is a particularly accute problem in an assessment-of speaking and listening

skillg, because these competenc-i-Oilosely tied to cultural and situa-

tional ,norm's. In the_present project it was probably impossible to eliminate

all bias from an assessment. However, it wasessential to recognize the

bias and to clearly indicate its possible impacts.

Several techniques were used by-tMNAEP/SCA project to deal with the

issues of minority test bias. .One major strategy was to establish a

special Minority Review Panel. -This group was asked to critique the assess-
-

ment items in terms of their relevance to various groups of minority stu-

dents and make suggestions for improvement. 'The panel rewrote items to

suggest contents or situations which would be relevant to minority students

and also identified some items which could not be used across cultural

groups. For example, an outlining item was rewritten using the dining hours

and types of food in Mexico as the situation. Also, a,number of items des-

cribing communication in dating situations were identified as problematic

because these behaviors,, varied greatly across different cultural groups.

It was felt that it was impossible to remove all bias within individual

-19-
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.
.

items, but\ that it was possible to reflect cultural diversity Kong the
. .

items, thereby not providing one group with clear, advantages. These assume-?
,

.

)

assume -

tons were'Checke0 out during the field testing phAse of the project.
\ . --

The field testing of items was also direCted toward detecting minority!

test bias. Th\-e field .test 'sites ere selected to include sizable popula- '',
.\ .

tions of Black and Hispanic i.tudents. The' analysis of theQfield test data.
P r

was designed to include correlations between the re for each re-
,

.

sponse choice or (Oil and the classilfi cation of 'students as di ther minority
\ . .

or nonminoritif. Past experience in national assessments indicated that one

might expect overall differences- in the ,performance of minpritY and non-
,

minority students in a wide range of content areas (Johnson, 197 ).

one mi t also `expect the same in functional communication compel es as

well. However, it was impOrtant to eliminate factors which tended todis7

criminate between minority and nRnmin&ity students but which were unre-
/

lated to an assessment of functijral communication competencies. The addi7"

tion of the correlational data provided a tool for identifying problem

areas.

The results indicated that in,many cases the statistics were useful

in, identifying bias. RevieWers were able to examine the questions and find

extraneous factors influencing the responses, such as speech styles, values,

and.-tackground experience. For exaTple, one item which measured fact-

opin on distinctions,=requested students to identify from a number of 4;

s atements the one that was a fact. In field testing, minority students

tended .to pick the response: "In order to get a decent job you have to

finish school:" Although this statement was written as an' opinion, it may

have tapped an important value of minority students. It appeared that the

\ \ ,

-20,
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4"

value laden quality of the statement may have confounded the assessment of

the intende ,mpetence.

In some,caset the minority/nonminority distinctions wereleiding.

It appeared thatA racial/ethnic-factor was confounded by the level of
MMIim

formal speech training., One might expect that students' who hadtaken.speech

A

`courses might perform better on some of the formal speech tasks, such as

pteparing an outline for a-speech.!* Chance the field test sites included

one all white school which had a required speech course at the tenth grade.

_ level and one all minority,school which offered no-specific training in

speech. This might.explain why the results of the outlining'question dis-
,

criminated between 'minority and nonminority students. However, this prob-
.

may extend beyond the sample osites. Speech courses ate usually a

a

part of the elective curriculum and are oriented toward college bound stu-

Aents. These factors suggest that more 10.4te students than Minority stu-
P,

dents may be exposed to formal speech training.

The results of tile initial project activities indicated that some of

the items selected still differentiated between minorities andnonminorities.

However, the review process eliminated a good deal'of the test bias due to

,

extraneous factors. As indicated earlier, the problems with,the questions

in the listening categories need investigating.

Summary

The Feasibility Project for a National Assessment of Speaking and

Listening Skills, jointly initiated by the National Assessment of Educational

Progress and the Speech Communication Association, represents the first-

major effort in developing assessment instrument for functional communi-,

cation competencies. The project had to address several difficult

-21-.
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.
methOdological issues which are.peculi,ar to the large-scale scope of the

assessment and its focus on communication.competencies, including 1) spe-
.

cifying the domain of communication competencies; "2) sepcting measurement,

strategie), and 31 eliminating 'racial and ethnic bias.

As might be expected in a feasibility effort, the NAEP/SCA project

was partially successful in dealing with various methodological issues.

The project developed adequate indireCt measures of speaking skills and

direct measures of listening skills;'and proposed two approaches for

direct measures of speaking performance. The project was more successful

in developing items for assessing functional commu cation categories, of

inforl

,

ing and controlling (persuading) than,for the categories of ritualiz-

ing

.

ingand-sharing feelings. The project jmplemented a number of effective

'techniques for identifying minority bias in items. Further work is neces-

,sary.for the listening items witti respect to minority bias. Next steps in-

clude the refinement of ctlrrent assessment strategies 'and the full scale

development and field testing of,strategies for assessing speaking per-

formance.

ti

O
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